In a pool-based single-buyer electricity market, a Generation Company (GENCO) is required to considering the decision risk when building the optimal bidding strategy due to the stochastic bidding behavior of the rivals. The optimal decision is to maximize the profit while minimizing the risk, however, they are contradicting targets. This paper proposes a new research framework about risk-constrained optimal bidding strategies based on the stochastic programming method, termed as balance programming between target and chance (BPTC). And this method can favor the GENCO to make the stochastic decision in a more rational, flexible, and applicable manner. A genetic algorithm with Monte Carlo simulation is employed to solve the programming model. The effectiveness of the proposed method is shown through a numerical test.
Introduction
Since the power market reformation, the bidding issue of GENCOs has become a focus of researchers all over the world as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Many approaches have been developed to solve it, including approaches based on forecasting the market clearing price [1] , on the game theory [2] , on the estimation of the bidding behavior of rivals [3] [4] [5] , and on simulating the bidding behavior of GENCOs by artificial intelligence [6] . Among the approaches, the characterization way of rivals' bidding behavior by the stochastic method is applicable to the comparatively mature market with sufficient historical data. Dispersed stochastic distribution in [3] , continuous stochastic distribution in [4] and fuzzy theory in [5] are applied to depict rivals' behavior.
Additionally, the bidding strategies of GENCOs are based on incomplete information with absolute risk, so the decision-making risk should be taken into the bidding strategy optimization. Risk is defined as the difference of anticipated and practical profit in [7] , and the chance-constrained programming is used to structure the stochastic optimization model. Theoretically, the three stochastic decision-making optimization methods, that is, Expected value model(EVM), Chance-constrained programming(CCP) and Dependent chance programming(DCP), have different inherent preference in mathematical model because of the intrinsic distinction of perspective in the profit and chance, so they are not favourable for the more flexible decision-making between maximizing profit and avoiding risk for decision-makers. Therefore, the same GENCO will attain different and even opposite conclusions with different model.
On the above background, for optimizing the GENCO's bidding strategy, a new research framework with the risk-constrained stochastic decision-making optimization model is proposed in the paper, which is the direct expansion of the literatures [7] , and the bidding decision-making risk is defined as the condition in which the practical profit is lower than the anticipated profit. Also in the framework, the paper maximizes the decision-maker's utility with consideration of both profit and risk, based on the overall points in the effective decision frontier curve. Lastly, the simulation case demonstrates the main features of the proposed method.
Issue Description
In a pool-based single-buyer electricity market, the pool, acting as a single-buyer, purchases and determines a set of generation outputs from Gencos, according to minimizing the total purchasing cost under meeting the forecasted load demand. Sealed auction and uniform market clearing price (MCP) are applied. Suppose that each Genco bids a linear supply function, and maximizes its profit by choosing the optimal function coefficients. The clearing process can be described as follows: where R represents the market clearing price; Q 0 and K are the function coefficients of load model Q; P j denotes the output power of the generating unit-j; the linear supply function, R(P)=κ+λP, denotes the bidding way and κ and λ are the coefficients; and P and P are the lower and upper bounding parameters for output power respectively; n is the total number of the generation companies.
The profit of the studied Genco i in a unit time can be described as follows:
where C(P) is the production cost function; x denotes decision variables, that is, κ and λ. And the i-th Genco can fix one of these two coefficients and then determine another one during the optimization procedure.
The bidding coefficients of rivals are random though they can be estimated based on the historical data as stated in [4] . Then, the problem of building an optimal bidding strategy can be formulated as a stochastic optimization problem.
whereξrepresents random variables such as the bidding coefficients of rivals.
Mathematical Model
Basic Idea. For the optimization problem as (3), suppose is a given anticipated goal profit, and δ is the realization chance of the event ( ) Pr{ ( , ) } xx      . In the stochastic programming, decision-making should follow two rules: ①With the same realization chance of return, the decision with the maximal return is dominant. ②With the same goal return, the decision with the maximal realization chance is dominant. Here, effective decisions are defined as the ones that accord with the above two rules simultaneously. The effective decisions may be represented through δ and , and all the effective decisions form a line called as Effective Decision Frontier Curve (EDFC). It is known that has a negative correlation with δ.
Certainly, it is better that both and δ are greater simultaneously. An option x* dominates another option x if and only if * ( ) ( ) xx   and * ( ) ( ) xx or in DCP in advance does specify the exclusive result corresponding to one point in the EDFC. In other words, CCP or DCP selects certain pair of ( , )  according to the ahead different preference and hence CCP or DCP may ignore some other decision options in the decision-making process. Balancing Rules. To select the optimal one among all the effective decisions, the decision-making may be performed based on the following balancing rules.
a．Basic principles. For a decision maker, the expected points in the EFDC are the ones where the increasing velocity of the goal profit is greater than the decreasing velocity of the realization chance, and the ones where the increasing velocity of the realization chance is greater than the decreasing velocity of the goal profit. The explanation is mathematically shown as follows:
 When 22 /0     , i.e., the convex part of the EDFC, the points in the middle of the curve are better than those at the ends.  When 22 /0     , i.e., the concave part of the EDFC, the points at the ends are better than the ones in the middle. b. Comparison of changing velocity of Goal and Chance.As stated above, the points in the non-concave part and the ones at the ends are all optional optimal decision. As the two points at the ends are extreme cases, they may be considered separately. And for the convex part of the EDFC, along the axis δ, points where chance increasing is faster than profit decreasing are gradually turning into points where profit decreasing is faster than chance increasing, and accordingly there exists a turning point in this process, where the two changing velocities are equal, that is, the point satisfying /1 F        . Actually, this point is a candidate of the optimal decision because it dominates any other point before or after it in the convex part line based on the balancing rules. So the points satisfying 1 F  and 0 F  are all optional ones. However, the EDFC is of a complex shape possibly and hence may not be differential everywhere. In the following, y denotes the effective decision in the EDFC. Then the value of ). Certainly, the points with the value nearer to zero are better ones.
c. Indifference Decision Curves.Modern theory of utility is an approach to obtain the decision choice under uncertainty. The utility function or the utility curves may be adopted to express the preference of a decision maker in quantity , for example, ( , )
A decision maker may have the same decision utility for the different pairs of ( , )  , and these ( , )
 form an indifference decision curve (IDC). The curve is concave because the differential value /   with the smaller realization chance is greater than that with the larger realization chance, i.e., the second differential 22 /   is negative.
Obviously, the IDCs are a family of curves corresponding to the different utility levels, and the utility increases along with the upper right-hand direction of the curves. Therefore, the optimal decision is the point where the furthest IDC in the upper right-hand direction is tangent or intersectant to the EDFC.
d. Numerical Weight between Goal and Chance. Additionally, the realization chance δ is in [0, 1]. The range of goal profit,  , which may be larger or smaller, varies with different cases and may be incomparable in quantity, which affects the weighing of the preference between them. In other words, the pre-preference of profit or chance in CCP and DCP is not objective enough due to ignorance of their numerical relationship.
Numerical weight between the profit goal and the realization chance may be carried out as follows:
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where V represents a decision maker's subjective value judgment about the profit increasing and the corresponding chance decreasing; l, named Value Ratio Coefficient (VRC), is the ration between the profit increasing and the corresponding chance decreasing when the value of profit increasing is equal to that of chance decreasing. Besides, l varies much with the different value of δ, and hence a certain set of VRCs {l i , i=1,2,…,n} should be adopted, which can be expressed as a function l=L(δ), where l i stands for the VRC with the range of (δ i-1 , δ i ] and n is the total number. The EDFC is modified according to VRC l as follows: Balancing Rules. Based on the BPGC method, the GENCO should maximize the decision utility through comparing the potential anticipated goal  and the potential realization chance δ of each decision and referring to the comparison of changing velocity of them along EDFC at the same time.
The process can be expressed mathematically as follows:
where F represents a decision utility function; and x is the decision vector; and y denotes the effective decisions in the EDFC; and F is the partial differential /   of the points in the EDFC, in which and π 0 is the minimum goal accepted; and p and q are non-minus coefficients and p is generally fixed as an integer.
For a decision maker, the functions, F and L(δ), and the coefficients, δ 0 and π 0 , embody the decision-making modal of personal preference, while comparison of changing velocity of goal and chance is a kind of objective decision-making way. Accordingly, the BPGC can take the decision maker's personal preference information and the objective and overall information of the problem into consideration as a whole. Actually, the coefficients, p and q, show the subjective degree of the decision way, as the equation p=0 means that the decision-making process is totally subjective on one hand and the subjective degree is stronger with bigger q on the other hand. Additionally, the equation F=1 means that the decision utility is ignored; however this way may generate several feasible solutions. Hence, both the objective and subjective decision way need be integrated to get the exclusive optimal decision.
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Proposed Genetic Algorithm Solution Procedure
A GA with the Monte Carlo method is developed to solve the BPGC as given in (6) . The real coding scheme with the form of [x-,x,x+] is adopted, in which x-, x, and x+ are all decision variables. The details are as follows:  Population, maximal generation, crossover probability, mutation probability, and sampling times M are 80, 100, 0.9, 0.005 and 5000, respectively.  for every individual. And then the following formula is adopted to calculate the fitness of every individual:
where the parameter   is assumed as 0.002; and the value of q turns from 0.4 to 0.01 along evolution, which can control the optimizing process from the initial quick approach to the curve EDFC.
Numerical Case And Result Analysis
Case. The numerical example in [7] is directly employed. There are six Gencos participating in an electricity market, and their production cost function C(P) is assumed as 2 12 ( ) 0.5 C p a p a p  , and in the linear supply function of the rivals, the coefficients κ and λ are supposed to obey the normal distribution with the correlation coefficient equating -0.1, whose expected values and variance deviations are following: Table  1 , taken from [7] . Here, the generation company-2 is studied and its bidding coefficient κ 2 is fixed at 1.75, i.e., the decision variable is λ 2 . The coefficients Q 0 and K of the load model function are 450 and 20 respectively. The adopted utility function is as follows:
where h denotes the preference index of the generation company. Numerical Results. The EDFC based on CCP are firstly shown as the convex real line in Fig. 1 . When p equals 0, the impact of different preference indices h on the decision results is analyzed as follows. The higher value of h shows, the generation company prefers to the goal profit more. When h equals 1, 2 and 5 respectively, the best decision points are the tangent to the points P1, P2 and P3 respectively between the EDFC and the IDC I, II and III. As h is increasing, the IDC inclines to the left and the optimal point also tends to the left, and thus, the return becomes large with the decreasing realization chance. The relevant results of the above three optimal points are listed in Table 2 . 
. Relation chart between Goal Profit and Realization Chance
When p equals 1, h equals 1, 2 and 5 respectively, the best decision points are points Q1, Q2 and Q3 respectively. The line L in Fig. 1 is tangent to the EDFC with the slope of -30. When comparison of changing velocity of goal and chance is considered, the best points turn from points P1, P2 and P3 into points Q1, Q2 and Q3. It can be thought that the best decision point is "attracted" by the tangent point between the line L and the EDFC, that is, the best one is obtained from weight between the tangent point and the IDC. The process takes both the generation company's subjective preference and the objective condition of the bidding problem into consideration. Besides, as q is very small, the impact of comparison of changing velocity is great, and hence Q3 deviates from P3 remarkably.
If DCP is used to build the bidding strategy, the anticipated goal profit is required to be set in advance, i.e., one point in the axis  is selected in advance and the corresponding point in the EDFC is taken as the decision result. Similarly, if CCP in [7] is adopted, the expected realization chance is required to be set in advance, i.e., one point in the axis δ is selected in advance and the corresponding point in the EDFC is taken as the decision result. But for the convex shape of the EDFC, it is known that the turning part of the line nearly between points P1 and P3 includes better solutions. The generation company could choose a so-called best point in this range by making a compromise among several considerations. Using the indirect analysis, BPGC could reflect the cognition process of the decision maker more objectively and comprehensively in the stochastic problems, and hence the outcome will be more rational.
Advanced Engineering Forum Vols. 6-7 Based on the above case analysis and the mathematical theory, it is known that the bidding method has the following features: The concept of the EDFC can supply the decision makers with all the effective decision points ( , )  . Accordingly, the decision process has enough flexibility. And the shape of the curve may give the decision maker comprehensive guidance, so BPGC can obtain the optimal results, while CCP and DCP may overlook the whole information of the EDFC and then get a sub-optimal decision, on the contrary.
Conclusion
Based on the stochastic programming model, termed as Balance Programming between Goal and Chance (BPGC), a new framework is developed in this paper for building optimal bidding strategies with considering the risk for the generation companies. BPGC is favor for the decision makers to adopt more suitable decision-making strategy through balancing goal and chance based on the all-around comprehension of the real problem. Simulation results have shown the rational, flexible, and applicable manner of this method. How to include those factors such as the unit physics constraints and other bidding way into the research framework is our future work.
